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Abstract

We report a mild and efficient electrochemical protocol to access a variety of vicinally C–O and 
C–N difunctionalized compounds from simple alkenes. Detailed mechanistic studies revealed a 
distinct reaction pathway from those previously reported for TEMPO-mediated reactions. In this 
mechanism, electrochemically generated oxoammonium ion facilitates the formation of azidyl 
radical via a charge-transfer complex with azide, TEMPO–N3. DFT calculations together with 
spectroscopic characterization provided a tentative structural assignment of this charge-transfer 
complex. Kinetic and kinetic isotopic effect studies revealed that reversible dissociation of 
TEMPO–N3 into TEMPO• and azidyl precedes the addition of these radicals across the alkene in 
the rate-determining step. The resulting azidooxygenated product could then be easily manipulated 
for further synthetic elaborations. The discovery of this new reaction pathway mediated by the 
TEMPO+/TEMPO• redox couple may expand the scope of aminoxyl radical chemistry in synthetic 
contexts.
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INTRODUCTION

Since its discovery in 1959,1 tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO•), a stable aminoxyl 
radical, has shown broad utility in the fields of chemistry and biochemistry research.2 

TEMPO• can undergo one-electron redox processes, granting access to three discrete 
oxidation states (Scheme 1). This behavior makes TEMPO• and related aminoxyls highly 
versatile agents in the organic synthesis of small molecules and polymers.3

The mechanism of action of TEMPO• and related aminoxyl radicals in organic 
transformations primarily relies on four key attributes. In one scenario, the electrophilic 
nature of TEMPO+, the oxidized form of TEMPO•, is used in the activation of nucleophilies 
such as alcohols5,6 and amines7 toward oxidation (Scheme 2A). Alternatively, the free 
radical character of TEMPO• is exploited in the abstraction of H atoms in weak C–H bonds8 

(Scheme 2B) and the reversible trapping and liberation of transient carbon-centered radicals9 

(Scheme 2C). In particular, the latter mode of action serves as the basis of nitroxide-
mediated radical polymerizations (NMP).10 Finally, TEMPO• can serve as a mild single-
electron oxidant, while TEMPO− reacts as a strong single-electron reductant; these features 
have been exploited in the conversion of organometallic compounds11 (Scheme 2D) and 
hypervalent iodine species,12 respectively, to the corresponding radicals.

Given our research interests in synthetic electrochemistry and the attractive electrochemical 
features of aminoxyls, we aim to develop new synthetically useful transformations mediated 
by these persistent radicals. In particular, we are interested in exploring the chemical space 
of the TEMPO+/TEMPO• redox couple because its application in synthetic contexts remains 
rare13 when compared with TEMPO+/TEMPO− and TEMPO•/TEMPO− redox couples. 
Based on its reduction potential, TEMPO+ is a stronger oxidant than TEMPO• itself (see 
Scheme 1) and can in principle engage nucleophiles that are less potent than main group 
organometallic compounds. This hypothesis is evident from the alcohol oxidation activity 
(see Scheme 2A) but is currently limited to the two-electron oxidation regime (i.e., use of 
the TEMPO+/TEMPO− couple).6 In principle, by exploring the function of TEMPO+ as a 
single-electron oxidant, we could expand the scope of this aminoxyl radical’s redox 
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chemistry and advance its limits beyond C–C and C–O bond-forming processes (Scheme 
2E).

Furthermore, the mechanistic insights into TEMPO-mediated reactions have lagged behind 
their development. Elegant and thorough mechanistic investigations exist but are largely 
limited to systems such as catalytic alcohol oxidation5 and NMP.14 Detailed studies on 
TEMPO-mediated radical transformations will aid in the development of new and better 
reagents, enrich the reaction chemistry of aminoxyl radicals, and advance fundamental 
knowledge in radical chemistry.

While studying electrochemical diazidation reactions,15,16 we uncovered a new 
electrochemical transformation in which the electrolysis of a mixture of tert-butylstyrene 

(1a), TEMPO•, and NaN3 led to the regioselective formation of a vicinally azidooxygenated 

product (2a) (Scheme 3). Herein, we describe our effort to elucidate the mechanism 
responsible for the observed reactivity using electrochemical, experimental physical organic, 
and computational methods. The aggregate data obtained accord with a new reaction 
pathway for the formation of C–N bonds mediated by the TEMPO+/TEMPO• redox couple. 
Analysis of the computational and spectroscopic data supports the formation of an 
unprecedented charge-transfer complex from TEMPO+ and N3

− that serves as a key reaction 
intermediate. The mechanistic insights may guide the design of new radical reactions 
promoted by TEMPO• and related aminoxyl radicals.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Reaction Development.

From a synthetic point of view, vicinal aminoalcohol-type structures frequently exist in 
bioactive natural products and synthetic pharmaceuticals.17 As such, we investigated the 
substrate scope and found that our electrochemical azidooxygenation protocol is applicable 
to a wide variety of alkenes beyond styrenes (Scheme 4A). Aliphatic alkenes with different 
substitution patterns are all compatible with the described method. Common functional 
groups including ketones, aldehydes, carboxylic acids, amides, and alkyl bromides remain 
intact under the electrochemical conditions. Cyclic alkenes were converted to the 
corresponding difunctionalized products in moderate to high stereoselectivity favoring the 
trans configuration. Stilbene was transformed to a mixture of diastereomeric compounds in 
ca. 1:1 ratio; the two products were readily separated via column chromatography, and the 
structure of the syn isomer was confirmed via X-ray crystallography.

The sole existing method available for obtaining the same types of products emerged from 
an elegant seminal work by Studer and co-worker.18 However, this protocol requires the use 
of a hypervalent iodine-derived azide source and a highly reducing NaTEMPO complex, 
which limits the functional group compatibility and the broad use of this method in organic 
synthesis. In comparison, our reaction employs readily available reagents, proceeds under 
milder conditions, and offers a substantially broader substrate scope. For example, our 

protocol features the use of functional groups including ketone (2e), carboxylic acid (2g), 

aldehyde (2i), alkyl bromide (2j), alcohol (2x; see Scheme 9), and sulfide (2y) groups, which 
represents an important synthetic advancement. In addition, the previous method requires 3 
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equiv each of NaTEMPO and the azido-hypervalent iodine. In contrast, while our substrate 
scope studies were conducted using 1.5 equiv of TEMPO• and 3 equiv of NaN3, we 
demonstrated that the amount of the reagents can be reduced to 1 equiv each without 

significantly affecting the efficiency of the reaction (76% yield with 2m).

We further expanded the scope of the reaction to feature a completely aqueous buffer 
medium (Scheme 4c). By replacing LiClO4 and MeCN with a pH 7 phosphate buffer 
solution, we were able to observe the same reactivity with a select number of substrates, 
albeit with diminished yields. This feature is likely difficult with the chemical conditions 
reported previously, as NaTEMPO is reportedly sensitive to moisture. These promising 
results, taken together with the broad use of organic azides and TEMPO in biological 
labeling studies, indicate that our reaction may provide a new chemical tool for studying 
biological processes.

When compared to other existing catalytic reactions that convert alkenes to vicinal amino 
alcohols,19 our new method displays complementary scope, regioselectivity, and 
stereoselectivity. For instance, the classical Os-catalyzed aminohydroxylation encounters 
problematic regioselectivity with certain types of alkenes, while sterically hindered 
substrates frequently undergo undesirable dihydroxylation.20 Another elegant example is the 
Fe-catalyzed aminooxygenation using oxaziridines.19c However, this protocol has primarily 
been applied to activated alkenes (e.g., styrenes and conjugate dienes) and shows decreased 
efficiency with unactivated alkenes. It is also noteworthy that both aforementioned methods 
are stereospecific, with both O and N groups added to the same side of the C═C bond. In 
contrast, our reaction is applicable to a wide range of activated and unactivated alkenes and 
provides exclusive regioselectivity with all substrates studied; the latter of which can be 
explained by the intrinsic relative stability of carbon-centered radicals. Our electrochemical 
method is also nonstereospecific and gives moderate to high dr with cyclic alkenes favoring 
the anti-addition products.

An attractive feature of the products from this transformation lies in the versatile and often 
orthogonal reactivity of the azido and aminooxy groups, which leads to a diverse array of 
vicinally difunctionalized organic structures upon additional synthetic elaborations (for 
examples, see Scheme 4B and ref 18).

B. Radical Clock Experiments.

The mild reaction conditions and potential synthetic utility of this methodology prompted us 
to undertake a detailed mechanistic investigation. Radical clock experiments using 

cyclopropyl-substituted alkenes 1u and 1v confirmed our hypothesis that radical 
intermediates are involved in the observed reactivity (Scheme 5). Upon formation of the C–
N3 bond, the vicinal carbon-centered radical induces the rupture of the three-membered ring 
prior to capture by the aminoxyl radical. However, when diallyl ether was subjected to the 
standard reaction conditions, no cyclization product was observed, whereas the 
monoazidooxygenated product was isolated in 42% yield. These findings suggest that the 
radical cross coupling between the carbon-centered radical intermediate and TEMPO• 

happens at a rate between 106 and 1011 s–1, consistent with previous reports (109 M–1 s–1).21 
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Further supporting the stepwise radical mechanism, cis-stilbene underwent nonstereospecific 
addition to produce a pair of diastereomeric products with the same dr.

We considered two plausible mechanistic scenarios for the electrochemical generation of N3
• 

or its equivalent before alkene addition (Scheme 6). Pathway 1a involves the direct anodic 
oxidation of N3

− [Ep/2 = 0.45 V vs ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc/Fc+);22 Figure 1] to N3·. 
Alternatively, in pathway 1b, TEMPO•, with its significantly lower reduction potential (E1/2 

= 0.25 V), will first lose an electron on the anode to form the corresponding oxoammonium 
ion (TEMPO+).23 TEMPO+ will then oxidize NaN3 either through the formation of a 

TEMPO–azide adduct (I; innersphere mechanism) or through direct electron transfer from 
N3

− to form free N3
• (outersphere mechanism).24

Data from chemical and electrochemical experiments exclude pathway 1a and support 
pathway 1b as a possible reaction mechanism. First, reaction of TEMPO+ClO4

− 

(independently synthesized), NaN3, and indene (1m) in the absence of applied potential 

afforded 66% of the vicinally difunctionalized product 2m. In addition, controlled potential 
electrolysis revealed that the reaction occurs smoothly at 0.35 V (vs Fc/Fc+), which is 
sufficient to oxidize TEMPO• to TEMPO+, but insufficient to drive direct oxidation of N3

− 

(see Figure 1). Both results indicate that direct oxidation of N3
− to N3

” is unnecessary and 
unlikely to account for the observed reactivity.

In pathway 1b, the outer-sphere oxidation of N3
− by TEMPO+ is unlikely due to the highly 

unfavorable energetics of this electron-transfer process, indicated by the 200 mV potential 
difference between the donor (N3

−) and acceptor (TEMPO+). Experimental evidence 
detailed in the following section strongly support an inner-sphere mechanism involving the 

formation of a TEMPO–N3 adduct (I).

C. Identification of a Charge-Transfer Complex.

Voltammetric and spectroscopic data revealed the formation of a new TEMPO–N3 adduct 
upon oxidation of TEMPO•.25,26 The TEMPO+/TEMPO• redox couple appeared on the 
cyclic voltammogram as a highly reversible wave at 0.25 V in MeCN, but the addition of 
TBAN3 resulted in a significant cathodic shift of the redox wave (Figure 1). This shift likely 
arose from the reversible formation of a discrete and stable complex between TEMPO+ and 
N3

−. The magnitude of the potential shift follows a Nernstian dependence on [N3
−] with a 

slope of 62 mV/dec (Figure 2), indicating a 1:1 stoichiometry of the complex.

UV–vis absorption experiments provide further evidence for the formation of the TEMPO–

N3 adduct (I). TEMPO• and TEMPO+ display UV–vis features with λmax at 446 and 465 
nm, respectively (Figure 3).27 The addition of NaN3 to the TEMPO+ solution led to the 
appearance of a new, intense absorption peak at 380 nm.28 The resulting solution exhibited a 
dark brown color at high concentrations and orange at low concentrations (Figure 4), the 
latter of which was also observed under electrochemical reaction conditions immediately 
upon application of an anodic potential.

The TEMPO–N3 adduct proved sufficiently stable for various voltammetric and 
spectroscopic analyses. However, it slowly decomposes at room temperature to form 
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TEMPO•, as detected by electron spin resonance spectroscopy (ESR; see Figure S30) and 
presumably N3

”. This nitrogen-centered radical is known to undergo rapid dimerization 

followed by fragmentation to form N2 (vide infra).29 The half-life of I is ca. 7 min as 
measured by the disappearance of the UV absorbance at 380 nm.30

The identity of this new TEMPO–N3 adduct was further analyzed using a variety of 
experimental and computational techniques. A UV–vis absorption titration of a solution of 
TBAN3 with TEMPO+ClO4

− resulted in a linear correlation between absorbance and molar 
ratio (Figure 5). Upon reaching 1:1 stoichiometry, the addition of more TEMPO+ salt to the 
mixture resulted in a rapid decrease of the absorbance at 380 nm because TEMPO+ 

catalytically decomposes the TEMPO–N3 adduct through a currently unknown mechanism. 
To complete the titration, we added additional TBAN3 to the 1:1 mixture of TBAN3 and 
TEMPO+ClO4

− and observed no further change in the absorption intensity at 380 nm. These 
data confirmed the 1:1 stoichiometry of the complexation event and further indicated that the 

formation of I, although reversible, is effectively quantitative.

DFT calculations were then carried out to predict the structure of adduct I. Previous studies 
showed that TEMPO+ can form complexes by reacting at either O or N of the 
oxoammonium group31 depending on the identity of the reacting partner and the reaction 
medium. We computed the structure and energy of the corresponding O- and N-adducts of 
N3

− using B3LYP/def2-TZVP32 with the polarizable continuum solvation model in MeCN 

(I1 and I2, respectively; Figure 6). Intriguingly, we also found two additional energetically 

viable structures (I3 and I4), both displaying a five-membered cyclic scaffold resulting from 
a complexation event akin to a [3+2] cycloaddition between N═O and N3

−. The terminal 
N–N and N–O distances are both about 2.5 Å, substantially longer than that of a typical 
chemical bond, indicating that this adduct is more of a charge-transfer complex than a 

covalent adduct. I4 appeared most energetically favorable among all plausible structures 
examined. Structural and energetic agreement across a series of DFT methods (see table in 
Figure 6), including methods consistent with previous studies of metal-free charge-transfer 
complexes,33 offers strong evidence for the validity of these models.

To further confirm our structural assignment, we predicted the UV–vis spectrum for each 

structure (I1–I4) using time-dependent DFT (TDDFT). To assess the accuracy of our 
computational method in predicting the spectroscopic data of structurally related 
compounds, we used TEMPO• and TEMPO+ as references. The maximum absorbance 
predicted for TEMPO• and TEMPO+ was at 439 and 466 nm, respectively. These data are 
consistent with experimental measurements (446 and 465 nm, respectively; see Figure 3). 
When comparing the experimentally measured absorbance maximum of 380 nm to the 

predicted value for each viable structure, we found that I4 is again the most likely structure. 

DFT also estimated a high molar extinction coefficient of I4 of 13 100 M−1 cm−1, which is 
on par with the experimental value (5174 M−1 cm−1)34 and substantially more intense than 
that of either free TEMPO (~2 M−1 cm−1) or the oxoammonium (~1 M−1 cm−1).35 We also 
computed structures with H+ or Na+ bound to various forms of the adduct, but none appear 
energetically viable or predict spectroscopic features consistent with the experimental data.
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The structure of adduct I was also supported by NMR data. When formed with azide labeled 

at a terminal position [(15N═N═N)−], adduct I showed a 15N resonance of 244.66 ppm in 
MeCN-d3, a dramatic chemical shift change from 99.34 ppm for the free azide in D2O 
(Figure 7). Computationally, the complex in MeCN has a chemical shift of 255.71 ppm 
(when 15N is bound to the N terminus of the oxoammonium) and 233.85 ppm (when 15N is 
bound to the O terminus of the oxoammonium), while the free sodium azide has a chemical 
shift of 88.15 ppm.36 The observed chemical shift of the complex is in between the two 
predicted values, suggesting that there is rapid scrambling of the two terminal azides. This 
finding is consistent with the reversible formation of the adduct from TEMPO+ and N3

−.

D. Mechanism of Reaction between TEMPO–N3 and Alkenes.

We then investigated the reaction between this TEMPO–N3 adduct and the alkene substrate. 
Three plausible mechanisms are proposed for this reaction (Scheme 7). In pathway 2a, 
TEMPO–N3 undergoes polar addition across the C═C bond in either a concerted or a 
stepwise fashion to yield the difunctionalized product. Alternatively, in pathway 2b, 
TEMPO–N3 directly delivers the N3 group onto the alkene in a manner akin to metal-
mediated radical group transfer.37 This process results in the formation of TEMPO• and 

carbon-centered radical II, which subsequently cross couple to furnish the desired product. 
Finally, in pathway 2c, TEMPO–N3 first decomposes into TEMPO• and azidyl radical (N3

•), 
upon which the sequential addition of these two open-shell species across the alkene yields 
the desired azidooxygenated product. Based on the information from the radical clock 
experiments (see Scheme 5), pathway 2a can be conclusively ruled out.

Pathway 2b requires transition of adduct I from a closed-shell ground state to an open-shell 
excited state (singlet or triplet) prior to transferring N3

• to the alkene. However, the first 

singlet excited state of complex I is predicted by DFT calculation to be 3.56 eV more 
expensive than the ground state. Therefore, this spin-unpaired singlet state is thermally 
inaccessible. The triplet state, which requires intersystem crossing from the singlet state, is 

thus also inaccessible. Analysis of other plausible isomers of I in Figure 6 revealed that none 
of these structures possess a thermally available excited state at room temperature. Further, 
we conducted an experiment under standard electrochemical conditions with the exclusion 
of light and observed minimal changes in efficiency in the azidooxygenation reaction. This 
finding indicates that photoexcitation is not necessary for the observed reactivity. Taken 

together, pathway 2b is an unlikely mechanism for the radical addition of complex I to the 
alkene.

Kinetics experiments were carried out to further distinguish between pathways 2b and 2c. 
The TEMPO–N3 adduct alone is metastable under ambient conditions with a decomposition 
half-life of ca. 7 min. This decomposition results in the formation of TEMPO•, as detected 
by ESR (see SI) and presumably N2 from the dimerization of N3

•.25 Notably, upon the 

addition of an excess of indene (1m) at room temperature, the UV absorbance peak at 380 
nm disappears instantaneously (<5 s).

Using a less reactive alkene, 2-methyl-4-phenylbutene (1l), we studied the kinetics of the 

radical addition of TEMPO–N3 (I) to 1l using UV–vis spectroscopy. The experiment was 
carried out by mixing TEMPO+ClO4

− and TBAN3 (used in lieu of NaN3 to ensure full 
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solubility in the reaction medium) in MeCN followed by immediate addition of 1l prior to 

spectrum collection at 380 nm. This reaction shows a first-order dependence on [1l] (Figure 

8) and zero-order on [N3
−] (Figure 9). The rate vs [1l] plot shows a nonzero intercept due to 

the competing, alkene-independent decomposition of I (vide infra). When the amount of 1l 

is greater than 6 equiv with respect to TEMPO+, saturation kinetics behavior was observed 
(see SI). Exogenous TEMPO• inhibits this reaction and an inverse first-order rate 
dependence was observed on [TEMPO•] (Figure 10). The rate vs 1/[TEMPO•] plot exhibits a 
small, nonzero intercept, which likely also arises from the competing decomposition 
pathway that unproductively consumes the TEMPO–N3 adduct.

The inhibition effect of TEMPO• on the reaction rate was also studied under conditions that 

resemble the electrochemical reaction (Figure 11). At high [alkene] ([1l] = 50 mM), two 
kinetic regimes were observed when altering the concentration of exogenous [TEMPO•]. At 
very low [TEMPO•] ([TEMPO•] < 0.25 mM, or 1/[TEMPO•] > 4), the lack of rate 
dependence on [TEMPO•] was evident. At higher [TEMPO•] ([TEMPO•] > 0.25 mM, or 1/
[TEMPO•] < 4), which is the case under synthetic electrochemical conditions,38 inverse 
first-order rate dependence was again observed.

These kinetic data are summarized in the following rate equation:

rate = kobs alkene 1 N3
− 0

TEMPO• −1
, at synthetically relevant TEMPO• (1)

The rate equation is fully consistent with the proposed pathway 2c (Scheme 7). Using 
steady-state approximation, the following rate equation can be constructed for this 
mechanistic scenario.

rate =
k1k2 TEMPO − N3 alkene

k−1 TEMPO• + k2 alkene
(2)

In eq 1, the zero-order rate dependence on [N3
−] indicates that the formation of TEMPO–N3 

is quantitative, in agreement with our previous titration experiment (see Figure 5). The 
inverse first-order rate dependence on [TEMPO•] at synthetically relevant [TEMPO•] 
suggests that the homolysis of TEMPO–N3 is reversible and that the subsequent addition of 

N3· to alkene 1l is rate-determining (k–1[TEMPO•] ≫ k2[alkene]). The saturation kinetics at 
very low [TEMPO•] and high [alkene] (k−1[TEMPO•] ≪ k2[alkene]) is also consistent with 
the proposed mechanism.

E. Mechanism of the Decomposition of TEMPO–N3 in the Absence of an Alkene.

As previously discussed, adduct I undergoes slow decomposition in the absence of an 
alkene. We hypothesize that this process also occurs through the reversible homolytic 

fragmentation of I into TEMPO• and N3
•. Based on previous reports, the resultant N3

• will 
undergo facile dimerization followed by irreversible decomposition to form N2.27 Kinetic 
data reveal that this process is inhibited by exogenous TEMPO• (see SI), which is consistent 
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with our hypothesis. However, the reaction rate does not follow a simple inverse first-order 
dependence on [TEMPO•], likely as a result of the complex mechanism underlying the 
decomposition of N3

•.26,27 This dimerization–decomposition side reaction is significantly 
slower than the desired alkene addition presumably as a result of the low concentration of 
N3

• in the reaction medium.

F. Full Mechanism of the Electrochemical Azidooxygenation.

The voltammetric, kinetic, spectroscopic, and computational data presented above lead to a 
full understanding of the mechanism for the electrochemical azidooxygenation reaction 
(Scheme 8). Upon oxidation of TEMPO• to TEMPO+, the complexation of N3

− with 

TEMPO+ takes place to furnish the charge-transfer adduct I. This complexation event is 
reversible but quantitative (association constant Ka ≫ 1). This metastable intermediate will 
then undergo uphill and reversible fragmentation, resulting in the formation of TEMPO• and 
azidyl radical. The transient N-centered radical can dimerize to form N2 as an undesired side 
reaction. In the presence of an alkene, however, the addition of N3

• to the C═C π-bond 

outcompetes the decomposition pathway to yield carbon-centered radical II.39 Finally, the 

capture of II by TEMPO generates the difunctionalized product to complete the reaction.

The addition of N3
• to the alkene is the slowest chemical step post-electron transfer. Natural 

abundance 13C kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) further support the assignment of the rate-
determining step (RDS) (see Scheme 8). A significant primary KIE (3%) was observed at 
the terminal carbon connected to the azide moiety. The computationally predicted value 
(1.033) of an azidyl addition to the terminal position of tert-butylstyrene is consistent with 
the experimentally measured value of 1.032(6). In addition, on using cis-stilbene as a 
substrate, upon 50% conversion, the alkene was recovered in complete cis conformation, 
thereby showing that the N3

• addition to the alkene is irreversible and thus the RDS.

An alternative mechanistic scenario includes the formation of N3
• and TEMPO• through an 

endergonic outersphere electron transfer (+4.6 kcal/mol) from N3
− to TEMPO+. In this 

scenario, the TEMPO–N3 complex serves as an off-cycle reservoir of azidyl radical. This 
mechanism is in principle plausible and cannot be kinetically differentiated from the 
proposed scenario in Scheme 8. However, this outer-sphere electron transfer is unlikely the 
predominant pathway. As is evident from the UV–vis titration (see Figure 5) and cyclic 
voltammetry data (see Figure 1), the formation of TEMPO–N3 from TEMPO+ and N3

− is 
instantaneous and quantitative; this process is essentially barrierless and outcompetes the 
outer-sphere electron transfer from N3

− to TEMPO+. From the TEMPO–N3 resting state, it 
is highly unlikely that TEMPO–N3 completely dissociates into discrete ions before electron 
transfer. In fact, outer-sphere electron transfer between two molecules frequently occurs 
when the redox pair is within a few angstroms.40 Taken together, we propose a concerted 
inner-sphere mechanism for the generation of TEMPO• and N3

• that comprises simultaneous 

dissociation of I and electron transfer from N3
− to TEMPO+.

G. Mechanism-Guided Expansion of Substrate Scope.

The quantitative formation of the TEMPO–N3 adduct as a result of the strong association 
between N3

− and the oxoammonium suggests that functional groups that are typically 
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incompatible with TEMPO-mediated oxidation conditions may be tolerated in our 
electrochemical azidooxygenation reaction. For instance, alcohols and sulfides have been 
shown to undergo oxidation to carbonyl compounds and sulfoxides, respectively, in the 
presence of TEMPO+.5,41 However, owing to the lower nucleophilicity of alcohols and 

sulfides compared with N3
−, the formation of adduct I will result in a very low concentration 

of TEMPO+ when N3
− is in excess.

Indeed, alkenes with pendant hydroxyl or sulfide groups proved suitable substrates and were 
transformed to the azidooxygenated products in high yield (Scheme 9). In the case of 

alcohol 1×, monitoring the reaction progress and controlling the reaction time are crucial to 
preventing the side reaction that oxidizes the hydroxyl group. Currently, amines and thiols 
are not compatible with the azidooxygenation conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

We described the development of an electrochemical protocol for the regioselective 
synthesis of vicinal azidooxygenated products from alkenes. Through detailed mechanistic 
studies, we uncovered a new mode of reactivity of TEMPO in which the TEMPO+/TEMPO• 

redox couple promotes the single-electron oxidation of N3
− to N3

• toward C–N bond 
formation with an alkene. This oxidation event is mediated by TEMPO–N3, a newly 
observed charge-transfer complex formed from TEMPO+ and N3

−. Although the direct 
structural elucidation of this complex proved challenging, DFT calculations combined with 
NMR and UV–vis spectroscopic data provided a tentative structural assignment. The most 
viable structure displays an intriguing molecular scaffold resulting from the cycloaddition 
between N3

− and the N═O motif of TEMPO+. Kinetic and computational studies depict a 
detailed mechanistic scheme of the electrochemical reaction. The mechanism involving the 
formation and subsequent reaction of the TEMPO–N3 adduct guided the further expansion 
of the reaction scope to include alkenes with oxidatively sensitive functional groups. This 
charge-transfer complex exhibits a new class of reactivity not reported for TEMPO+. Current 
work is focused on applying this new mechanistic pathway enabled by the TEMPO+/
TEMPO• redox cycle for the development of new transformations mediated by aminoxyl 
radicals.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 

Cyclic voltammograms of TEMPO•, N3
−, and their mixture.
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Figure 2. 

Cyclic voltammograms of TEMPO• in the presence ofN3
− (top), showing a Nernstian 

dependence of the reduction potential on [N3
−] (bottom). The curve depicts a least-squares 

fit to the function f(x) = ax + b: a = −62 ± 2; b = 210 ± 2; R2 = 0.990.
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Figure 3. 

UV–vis absorption spectra of TEMPO• (8.6 mM), TEMPO+ClO4
− (8.6 mM), and the 

TEMPO–N3 complex (0.2 mM) in MeCN at room temperature (ca. 22 °C).
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Figure 4. 

Color of the MeCN solution of TEMPO–N3 adduct (right) in comparison to TEMPO• (left) 
and TEMPO+ (center).
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Figure 5. 

Titration experiments showing the 1:1 stoichiometry of the TEMPO–N3 adduct.
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Figure 6. 

Energetically viable structures of the TEMPO–N3 complex predicted by DFT calculation. 
All energies are reported in terms of the ground state energy corrected for zero-point energy 
(E + ZPE).
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Figure 7. 

NMR spectra of the TEMPO–N3 complex in MeCN (top) and NaN3 in D2O (bottom).
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Figure 8. 

Plot of initial rates versus concentration of alkene 1l for the reaction between adduct I 

(TEMPO+ClO4
− + TBAN3) and alkene 1l, showing first-order rate dependence on [1l]. The 

data point corresponding to [1l] = 0 represents the rate of decomposition of I in the absence 

of 1l. Error bars represent the standard deviation of three independent measurements. The 
curve depicts an unweighted least-squares fit to the function f(x) = ax + b: a = 2.09 ± 0.08; b 
= 0.73 ± 0.04; R2 = 0.993.
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Figure 9. 

Plot of initial rates versus concentration of N3
− for the reaction between adduct I (TEMPO

+ClO4
− + TBAN3) and alkene 1l, showing zero-order rate dependence on [N3

−]. Error bars 
represent the standard deviation of three independent measurements. The curve depicts an 
unweighted least-squares fit to the function f(x) = ax + b: a = −0.04 ± 0.01; b = 0.78 ± 0.02; 
R2 = 0.63.
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Figure 10. 

Plot of initial rates versus concentration of TEMPO• for the reaction between adduct I 
(TEMPO+ClO4

− + TBAN3) and alkene 1l, showing inverse first-order rate dependence on 
[TEMPO•]. Error bars represent the standard deviation of three independent measurements. 
The curve depicts an unweighted least-squares fit to the function f(x) = ax−1 + b: a = 0.0345 
± 0.0008; b = 0.057 ± 0.002; R2 = 0.998.
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Figure 11. 

Plot of initial rates versus concentration of TEMPO• for the reaction between adduct I 

(TEMPO+ClO4
− + TBAN3) and alkene 1l (50 mM). Saturation kinetics were observed when 

TEMPO• concentration is less than 0.25 mM.
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Scheme 1. Accessible Oxidation States of TEMPO via Single-Electron Oxidation and Reduction 
Processes
aThis value was reported in ref 4 and measured in an aqueous buffer.
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Scheme 2. 

Existing and New Reaction Modes of TEMPO
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Scheme 3. 

Electrochemical Azidooxygenation of Alkenes
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Scheme 4. Substrate Scope of the Azidooxygenation Reaction
aReaction conditions: alkene (0.2 mmol, 1 equiv), TEMPO• (0.3 mmol, 1.5 equiv), NaN3 

(0.6 mmol, 3 equiv), MeCN (3.5 mL), H2O (0.3 mL) at 22 °C, cell voltage (Ecell) = 2.6 V, 
under N2. bUnder air. cReaction was conducted at 40 °C. dEcell = 2.2 V with 2 equiv of 
NaN3. eWith 1 equiv of TEMPO• and 1 equiv of NaN3. fCuSO4, phenylacetylene, sodium 
ascorbate, tBuOH, and water. gmCPBA and DCM. h(1) Pd/C and H2; (2) Boc2O; (3) Zn and 
HOAc.
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Scheme 5. 

Radical Clock Experimental Results
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Scheme 6. 

Plausible Mechanistic Pathways for the Formation of the Azidyl Radical or Its Equivalent
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Scheme 7. 

Plausible Mechanistic Pathways for the Reaction between TEMPO–N3 and Alkenes
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Scheme 8. 

Mechanism of the Electrochemical Azidooxygenation Reaction
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Scheme 9. 

Expanded Substrate Scope to Include Oxidatively Labile Functional Groups
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